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Live weights, fleece weights and wool characteristics of screened high fleece weight and randomly selected Romney ewe hoggets

H. HAWKER AND R.P. LITTLEJOHN
Invermay Agricultural Centre
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Mosgiel

ABSTRACT

Fleeces from 28,000 Romney ewe hoggets in 14 mobs on 7 farms were weighed. Within each mob the top 1% on hogget fleece weight (High) and a random 1% (Random) were identified, midside sampled and weighed off-shears. Subsequently the top 0.6% on hogget fleece weight from each mob and a random 0.3% were transferred to Woodlands Research Station and managed as one flock for the next year.

At hogget shearing (9 months fleece) the 14 High sub-groups had on average 1.08 kg higher fleece weights (greasy) and 0.83 kg higher clean fleece weights than the Random sub-groups. There was a close between sub-group relationship between greasy fleece weight and live weight with the High hoggets having 0.78 kg heavier fleeces at the same live weight. The High hogget sub-groups had a higher mean live weight (+ 3.9 kg), fibre diameter (+ 2.7 μm), staple length (+ 13 mm) and staple strength (+ 0.34 g/tex). The High and Random hoggets did not differ in loose wool bulk or colour. Most of the variation between or within mobs in clean fleece weight was accounted for by variation in fibre volume.

During the 2-tooth year the differences in fleece weight and live weight persisted. At shearing in March (4 months fleece) and December (9 months fleece) the High ewes had a 0.38 and 0.62 kg higher mean greasy fleece weight, respectively, than the Random ewes. The High ewes were 4 to 5 kg higher in live weight than the Random ewes at each weighing. The number of lambs born per ewe joined was higher for the High ewes (1.34 v 1.12), the advantage being largely attributable to these ewes' higher live weights.
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INTRODUCTION

There is little information available to allow prediction of the response to selection for fleece weight in a flock established by an intensive initial screening for high fleece weight. Depending on the number of genes involved and whether the response is consistent with the normal additive model of inheritance, the response may be greater or less than that typically observed in a flock selected initially from a random base population.

Phenotypic and genetic correlations between wool characteristics are usually similar (Elliott et al., 1979b). Circumstantial evidence obtained from longwoalled breeds suggests that responses to selection for fleece weight are attributable to responses in fibre volume, i.e. there may be little genetic variation in the size of the follicle population (Elliott et al., 1979b; Blair et al., 1985).

A high fleece weight Romney flock has been established at Woodlands Research Station by screening ewe and ram hoggets from the industry on hogget greasy fleece weight. In this paper the live weights, wool production and wool characteristics of the high fleece weight and random ewe hoggets from each screened mob are described and information on 2-tooth production presented. Specific objectives are:

i. To establish the contribution of live weight to the fleece weight advantage of the high fleece weight hoggets.

ii. To examine the contribution of the components of fleece weight to the differences between the 2 groups.

iii. To estimate the phenotypic relationships between wool production and characteristics in the 2 sub-flocks to see if these are consistent with established relationships.

iv. To estimate the advantage in ewe fleece weight accruing from screening on hogget fleece weight.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and Records

The fleeces (excluding bellies) from 28,000 untagged Romney ewe hoggets in 14 management mobs of between 940 and 4140 hoggets on 7 farms (selected primarily on large flock size) in West Otago and Southland were weighed at shearing in October-November 1984. The hoggets on each farm had previously been shorn as lambs in late January-early February. Within each of the 14 mobs the top 1% on hogget greasy fleece weight (HFW) and a random 1% (which excluded animals in both the top and bottom 1%) were identified and midside samples collected from their fleeces. The live weights (LW) of these hoggets were recorded off-shears. Subsequently the identified hoggets were sub-sampled such that the best 0.6% on HFW from each mob were selected to form the screened high fleece weight flock, while a random
0.3% (i.e. 30% of the random 1%) were selected to form a contemporary control flock.

The selected animals were transferred to Woodlands Research Station in January 1985 when they were 16 months old, and subsequently managed as one flock. Greasy fleece weights (GFW) were recorded at 2-tooth shearing on 5 March. On 10 April live weights were recorded and the ewes single-sire joined to Romney rams for 35 days. After the first 17 days of joining ovulation rates were determined by laparoscopy. The lambing performance of each ewe was recorded. Live weights of the ewes were recorded at weaning on 2 December and 7 January, 1986. GFWs were recorded at shearing on 16 December.

**Wool Measurements**

Depending on mob size there were between 10 and 41 hoggets in the top 1% on HFW from each management mob and the same numbers in the random 1%. These sub-groups are subsequently referred to as High and Random, respectively. The 570 midside samples were measured for yield at 16% regain to determine clean fleece weight (CFW). Staple length, mean fibre diameter by the airflow method, and staple strength by Instron tensile strength tester were also measured on each midside sample. Loose wool bulk, brightness (tristimulus value Y) and yellowness (tristimulus values Y-Z) were measured on composite sub-samples from each of the 28 sub-groups.

**Statistical Analyses**

**Hoggets**

The distribution of HFW in each mob was tested for skewness as a deviation from normality. Differences in each variable between mobs and between the High 1% and Random 1% of hoggets were tested by analysis of variance. Two series of regression relationships were calculated.

i. Between sub-group regressions were calculated using the sub-group means for each variable. Slopes and intercepts for the High and Random hoggets were compared.

ii. Within sub-group regressions were calculated using the data from individual hoggets within each sub-group. Slopes and intercepts for the High and Random hoggets were compared.

**Ewes**

Live weights, GFW and ovulation rates were examined by analyses of variance and regression, as appropriate. Ovulation rate data were pooled across mobs of origin and regression equations calculated for the High and Random sub-flocks.

**RESULTS**

**Hoggets**

Mob mean HFW prior to selection varied from 2.04 to 3.45 kg. The standard deviation increased with mean HFW from 0.26 to 0.42 kg, but the coefficient of variation varied independently between 12.1 and 15.0%. The distribution of HFW in each mob showed significant positive skewness which could indicate non-additive genetic variation in fleece weight. The absolute selection differential of the High 1% varied with mob mean HFW from 0.8 to 1.2 kg (mean 1.08 kg) while the relative selection differential varied from 2.9 to 3.3 standard deviations. Each Random 1% and the final 0.3% selected had means and standard deviations of HFW similar to those of the source flock.

Mean LW of the Random hoggets varied between sub-groups from 23.8 to 41.5 kg. Within each mob the High hoggets had a higher mean LW than the Random hoggets (Table 1), the difference varying from 1.4 to 9.4 kg. The between sub-group relationship between HFW and off-shears LW is shown in Figure 1. There was no difference in slope between the High and Random hoggets, each extra kg in LW being associated with an extra 75 (SE 7) g of fleece. The intercept was 0.78 (SE 0.09) kg higher for the High hoggets.

The within sub-group relationships for the High and Random hoggets differed in both slope and intercept, the equations being, respectively;

- \[ HFW = 3.61 + 0.0033 \text{ (SE 0.0041) LW} \]
- \[ HFW = 1.64 + 0.0329 \text{ (SE 0.0049) LW} \]

The equation for the Highs is difficult to interpret because of the restricted distribution of fleece weights (top 1% of each mob). Using the Random equation it can be calculated that the 3.9 kg higher mean LW of the hoggets

| TABLE 1 | Live weights, wool production and wool characteristics of High fleece weight and differences between High and Random ewe hoggets.* |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **High** | **Difference (High-Random)** | **SED** |
| Live weight (kg) | 35.5 | 3.9 | 0.54 |
| Greasy fleece weight (kg) | 3.78 | 1.08 | 0.03 |
| Clean fleece weight (kg) | 3.03 | 0.83 | 0.02 |
| Yield (%) | 80.7 | -0.8 | 0.4 |
| Staple length (mm) | 149 | 13 | 1.9 |
| Mean fibre diameter (m) | 35.8 | 2.7 | 0.25 |
| Staple strength (g/tex) | 2.63 | 0.34 | 0.11 |
| Bulk (cm³/g) | 20.2 | 0.0 | 0.5 |
| Brightness (Y) | 61.5 | -0.5 | 0.6 |
| Yellowness (Y-Z) | 3.3 | 0.4 | 0.5 |

* Means and SED calculated from sub-group means (14 mobs; High and Random sub-groups within each mob; 10-41 hoggets/sub-group; N = 570).
High hoggets (Table 1) accounts for only approximately 14% of their higher mean HFW.

Hogget fleece weights and wool characteristics are summarised in Table 1. Mean yields of the fleeces from the Random hoggets varied from 75 to 86%, with only one sub-group below 79%. Mean yields were higher for the Random hoggets in 12 mobs but the average difference (0.8%) was small. As a result, the relative advantages of the High over the Random hoggets in greasy and clean fleece weight were similar (40 v 38%, respectively). Between sub-groups, yield was not significantly associated with any other variable. Within sub-groups, yield and CFW were closely associated (53% of variance accounted for), with a higher slope for the High hoggets due to their restricted fleece weight distributions.

Mean fibre diameters (FD) of the Random hoggets varied from 31.1 to 35.5 \( \mu \)m and mean staple lengths (SL) from 108 to 156 mm. The High hoggets had higher mean FD (range +0.8 to +4.7 \( \mu \)m) and SL (range +2.0 to +24 mm) than the Random hoggets in each mob. The relative advantage of the High hoggets in fibre cross-sectional area (i.e. 0.25 (FD^2)) and in SL (17 and 10% respectively) accounted for most of the 38% advantage in CFW. This was confirmed by between and within sub-group regressions; fibre volume (area x length) in each case accounting for 87% of the variation in CFW.

Mean staple strength (SS) of the Random hoggets varied from 1.8 to 3.4 g/tex, being higher for the High hoggets in 11 of the 14 mobs. There were significant between and within sub-group relationships between SS and CFW, with no difference between the Highs and Randoms. The between sub-group relationship was

\[
SS = 1.1 + 0.52 (SE 0.12) \text{CFW} \quad \text{(38% of variance accounted for)}
\]

Both between and within sub-groups the components of CFW (viz. FD, SL and fibre volume) were no better as predictors of SS than was CFW itself.

There was no difference in bulk between the High and Random hoggets (Table 1). Between sub-groups, bulk was negatively associated with fleece weight and the other wool characteristics, but none of the relationships were significant. There was a significant between sub-group relationship between the 2 components of colour, viz.

Brightness = 63.6 - 0.59 (SE 0.14) Yellowness which accounted for 40% of the variance in brightness. Thus the sub-groups with the whitest wool also tended to have the brightest wool.

Ewes

The initial difference in LW between the High and Random hoggets persisted through the 2-tooth year (Table 2). At hogget shearing the High hoggets were on average 14% heavier than the Random hoggets. From April to January (1986) the relative advantage was 8%, with the High ewes having a higher mean LW in January in 12 of the 14 mobs. Between mob of origin differences in LW also persisted through the 2-tooth year but by January they were only significant relative to the within sub-group SED.

Differences between the mobs in mean ovulation rate were not significant. The proportion of ewes with multiple ovulations increased with increasing pre-joining LW more rapidly for Random than for High ewes. The 0.14 higher mean ovulation rate of the High ewes was consistent with their 4.5 kg higher mean pre-joining LW.

The pooled number of lambs born/ewe joined was 1.34 and 1.12 for the High and Random ewes, respectively (difference non-significant), with no significant differences between the mobs. Number of lambs born did not significantly affect subsequent live weights in December or January or GFW in December.

The mean HFW of the High hoggets was 41% greater than that of the Random hoggets. Substantial advantages in GFW persisted through the 2-tooth year (Table 2), viz. 17% in March and 21% in December. At December shearing there were significant differences of up to 0.7 kg in GFW between sub-groups (cf. differences of up to 1.9 kg at hogget shearing).

There were significant between and within sub-group relationships between GFW and LW in December. The equations for the High ewes were:

Between sub-groups:

\[
\text{GFW} = 1.5 + 0.034 (SE 0.003) \text{LW} \quad \text{(79% of variance accounted for)}
\]

Within sub-groups:

\[
\text{GFW} = 2.1 + 0.026 (SE 0.003) \text{LW} \quad \text{(45% of variance accounted for)}
\]

The slopes for the High and Random ewes were not significantly different, but the High ewes consistently had a 0.45 (SE 0.05-0.08) kg higher intercept. The higher live weight of the High ewes accounted for approximately 20% of their higher GFW.

Wool characteristics measured on core samples from the High and Random ewes' fleece wool are shown in Table 2. Unlike the hoggets, mean yield was slightly higher for the High ewes, but like the hoggets there was little difference in brightness or yellowness. The 4% higher FD of the High ewes was about half the advantage observed with the hoggets and is therefore consistent with the differences in fleece weight observed at each age.

DISCUSSION

Screening of ewe hoggets on high GFW has resulted in a ewe flock with a large advantage in GFW relative to the random flock, with most of this advantage independent of live weight.

The persistence of the fleece weight advantage is consistent with the known high repeatability of GFW (Elliott et al., 1979a; Lewer et al., 1983b), but some of
Because the hoggets were unrecorded and therefore environmental effects were unknown, selection would to some extent have favoured older and heavier hoggets within each mob. However with longwooled hoggets previously shorn as lambs environmental effects are generally small (Elliott et al., 1978, 1979b; Baker et al., 1979) and thus are likely to have had little effect on the repeatability of GFW. Differential phenotypic responses during the hogget and 2-tooth years and possible changes with age in the genetic variance of GFW may account for the narrowing of the initial gap in GFW between the High and Random ewes.

In studies where between mob differences in fleece weight and live weight have been due solely to differences in feeding level, a slope of 0.1 kg GFW/kg LW has been recorded (Hawker, 1981; Sumner et al., 1981). In the present study (Figure 1) the slope was 0.075, indicating that the relationship is due largely to a common response of wool and body growth to average feeding level through the hogget year.

The modest phenotypic relationship between GFW and LW has on the one hand allowed the selection of a group of sheep with “bona fide” superior wool production, but on the other hand has resulted in the High ewes having consistently higher mean LW. The relative HFW and LW of the progeny of the High and Random ewes will be of considerable interest.

With only small differences in yield between the High and Random hoggets or ewes the Highs’ advantage in GFW is clearly due to an increased production of clean wool. The close between sub-group relationships between CFW and its components were expected—nutritional differences between mobs are reflected in differences in the diameter and length of the wool fibres grown and therefore in differences in CFW. That both the difference in CFW between the High and Random hoggets, and the within mob variation in CFW, can be largely attributed to changes in fibre volume is consistent with other evidence that there may be little genetic variation in longwooled breeds in the size of the follicle population (Elliot et al., 1979b; Blair et al., 1985).

The higher staple strength (SS) of the High hogget fleeces is consistent with the positive phenotypic and genetic correlations between SS and fleece weight observed elsewhere (Bigham et al., 1983). SS reflects fibre dimensions at the point of minimum growth and because minimum and average fibre dimensions are associated, and average fibre dimensions determine CFW, then SS and CFW are positively associated.

**TABLE 2** Live weights, wool production and wool characteristics of High fleec weight and differences between High and Random ewes*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>SED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(High-Random)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live weight (kg) in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April (19 months)</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December (27 months)</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January (28 months)</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFW (kg) in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wool characteristics in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield (%)</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean fibre diameter</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brightness (Y)</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellowness (Y-Z)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Means and SED calculated from sub-group means
+ Measured on core samples.
CONCLUSION
A high fleece weight Romney flock has been established by selecting the hoggets with the highest fleece weight from a number of mobs. The fleece weight advantage has persisted in the ewe flock and is largely independent of live weight. The higher fibre diameter, staple length and in particular staple strength associated with high fleece weight should result in processing and therefore price advantages. The flock will be used as a gene pool for high fleece weight and to investigate its inheritance and biology.
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